The possibility to test a radio frequency transceiver through the use of appropriate channel emulators allows to evaluate their performance under various operating conditions. Many systems are able to operate with a relatively limited instantaneous bandwidth by applying known statistical models. Sometimes it is necessary to evaluate the performance of a RF transceiver installed on high or very high speed platforms over predictable trajectories using optionally DEMs (Digital Elevation Models) data of the terrain to estimate the number of stimulated paths and their contributions during the flight. When the instantaneous bandwidth of the signal becomes high (over several hundreds of MHz), one of the most important phenomenon to consider is the Doppler spread induced by the channel and traditional narrowband models become unuseful. In this paper there are presented some results when a time expansion is adopted in order to emulate the transceiver dynamic and the consequent Doppler spread with the aim to control the spectral purity of the emulated propagation channel.
Introduction
Modern radiocommunication systems, both civil and military, adopt complex modulation schemes with wideband signals so that the real-time emulation of the propagation of such signals has become a complex task to accomplish. A channel emulator, usually unable to get access to the transceiver baseband, must process the RF signal over a wideband spectrum that sometimes is much wider than that of the basic waveform due to the presence of frequency hopping or other diversity techniques. Moreover, the signal processing has to be performed with a constant and predictable latency in order to carry out the emulation correctly. Such conditions give the advantage to the emulator to operate with no knowledge of the waveform characteristics, that can be unknown or confidential, but it must introduce all the impairments on the signal while limiting the introduction of spurious components due to its operation as much as possible.The propagation of a signal through a channel is affected by well known phenomena [1] and several statistical models are currently available in order to give system engineers powerful tools to take into account fading effects on communication systems. Unfortunately, when the instantaneous bandwidth of the signal is wide and the mobile platform is a high or very high speed one and the emulation of the propagation must be performed indipendently from the waveform working directly on a wideband spectrum, most of the available models become unuseful. When the trajectory of the mobile platform is quite predictable, as UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) but not only, than it is possible to use DEM models to estimate the number of excited paths during the motion, reflection coefficients, angles of arrivals, path distance evolution laws and several other parameters needed for the emulation of the propagation. In this work it has been investigated the obtainable spectral perfomance when the Doppler effect is implemented through a time expansion in a wideband RF channel emulator. 
Materials and Methods

Multipath system-level models
A general system-level schematic for a RF channel emulator can be synthesized as in Fig. 1 . The system Figure 1 . System-level schematic of a generic RF channel emulator consists of a transmitter under test, a receiver and a channel emulation block having a number of key tasks to perform. The RF analog signal undergoes a down-conversion with the extraction of the in phase and quadrature components. The subsequent band-limited analog signal is sampled and processed in a specialized Digital Signal Processing unit (DSP) in order to introduce all the impairments typically present in a real propagation channel. Some of these phenomena are the time-dependent attenuation, additive gaussian noise, jammers, Doppler spread and many others. The modified signal undergoes a digital to analog conversion and an up-conversion in order to be injected into the receiver. Here it has been investigated, with particular emphasis, the presence of time-variant delays due to a multipath propagation. Bearing in mind this aspect, with reference to Fig. 1 the generic RF signal coming from the transceiver under test can be written as [2] 
in which appear the envelope module x(t), the instantaneous phase ϕ(t) of the modulating signal and the carrier angular frequency ω o . The transit of the signal (1) through a delay line of τ seconds generates a new signal y(t) of the type:
The complex envelope of the signal (2), with respect to the angular frequency ω o , is equal to:
The expression (3) allows the processing of the signal (1) using directly its equivalent low frequency representation. When multipath is present, it can be correctly represented at complex envelope level as in Fig. 2 where the complex envelope of the signal affected by multipath propagation is seen as the sum of the contributions coming from n discrete independent paths, each affected by a time-dependent delay and a time-dependent attenuation. The direct path is characterized by an absolute delay starting from the initial observation time. The remaining paths are affected not only by the main delay, but also by differential delays (small) with respect to the latter:
with:
1. R d (t) equal to the distance (instantaneous) travelled by the direct path between transmitter and receiver 2. c o ∼3 · 10 8 m/s, equal to the speed of light 3. ∆R k (t) equal to the difference between the k-th path and the direct path.
By correctly emulating the behaviour of the attenuations and the delays over time, the diagram in Fig.  2 is able to correctly reproduce both fading and Doppler shift over the entire signal band, assuming the existence of a discrete number of independent paths [3] . In the perspective of a discrete-time realization, the scheme of Fig.3 considers the amplitudes and delays of each path as constants for sufficiently representative time intervals [4] . If we renounce to the complete emulation of the time-dependant delay of the direct path, losing therefore the absolute Doppler information, we arrive at the scheme of Fig.  4 . In this last scheme, the Doppler shift is the one related to the f o frequency and depends directly on the law of variation of the direct path, with the addition of the spreading due to the variations of the delays of the reflected paths. RF propagation in mobile channels is a very complex matter and several channel models have been developed, based on a statistical approach [5] . Narrowband channel emulators implementation have been proposed [6] and low-complexity architectures have been developed dealing with delays that are not integer multiples of the sampling rate [7] or solutions where massive calculations are demanded to a GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) using native higly parallelized architecture [8] . 
Required Sampling Step Size For The Emulation Of The Effects of The Electromagnetic Propagation
Taking into account typical high speed vehicle dynamics and carrier frequencies (around few GHz), even with a simple two-rays model, the maximum expected Doppler shift is usually below few KHz. With reference to Fig.1 , a correct emulation of the phenomenon performed by a DSP section requires a sampling step size of tens of microseconds (typically ≤ 30 us). This is largely guaranteed by the sampling frequencies of the DSP sections that can run up to few GHz. To correctly emulate the multipath phenomenon it is instead necessary that during the minimum value of the differential delay of a path, the signal of the generic ray covers a space less than a fraction of the wavelength. The simple two-rays model allows some basic evaluations: for each differential delay τ, the spectral distance between two contiguous minima of the time-varying transfer function is approximately 1 τ Hz. If the system bandwidth is B MHz, and the differential delay τ is expressed in ns, the number of in-band minima is therefore about equal to for a RF spectrum from 2 to 6 GHz. Considering the phenomenon only in terms of RF propagation, it can be considered sufficient to limit the sampling frequency in order to have at least two samples per period or better.
Required Sampling
Step Size For The Emulation Of The Time Expansion
The emulation of the Doppler effect according to the principle of time expansion, performed digitally, implies a continuous discrete rotation of the signal phases in the different paths (see Fig.3 ) according to the time evolution of the respective delays. This entails an in-depth examination of what has been already discussed. To try to quantify the phenomenon, take into consideration the operation of quantization of the delay τ using a quantum equal to q seconds:
The previous operation performs a uniform quantization of the original signal. For simplicity we can imagine the following scenario: a fixed source transmits a pure tone at frequency f o , a receiver moving at constant speed V o with a null initial distance, receives this signal with a variable delay τ(t):
The quantization of the delay generates a discrete signal so that the error
i.e. the difference between the original and the quantized one, normalized to q, is limited to ± 
Considering therefore the quantized delay, equal to τ q = τ − ε · q it is possible to calculate the complex envelope of the actual received signal obtaining:
The error signal is periodic, therefore it is possible to write it as a Fourier series expansion:
The Figure 8 shows the (10) limiting the series to the 100 th order: The complex envelope of the received signal thus results:
From the (11) it is evident how the quantization of the delay involves the generation of a non-linear phase modulation of the received signal. The associated real signal results:
The spurious phase modulation introduced may be neglected if ω o q << 1. The time-dependent delay time, provided as input to the channel emulator, is still sampled at frequency f s even if not quantized still. The signal received is therefore also sampled at this frequency. For a given platform speed, it is theoretically possible to eliminate unwanted components by imposing q =
, resulting in a sampling of the sinusoidal component at integer multiples of the period. The complex envelope of the quantized signal can be placed in the form:
(13) With a theoretically infinite number of products. Each complex exponential, with sinusoidal argument, can be placed in the form:
With J n (x) equal to the Bessel function of order n of first kind. In first approximation, it can be sufficient to stop the series (12) considering only the orders -1,0,1 and remembering that J −n (z) = (−1) n J n (z). Each summation in (14) can then be put as follows:
thus obtaining:
by stopping the products at the third order it is possible to write, for the real signal: 
Results
Defining the quantities:
The power ratio between the fundamental component and the first unwanted (nearest) spurious tone is:
With these assumptions it is possible to determine the equivalent sample step size required to generate the time-dependent delays while respecting a given spectral mask. This can be accomplished, for example, using fractional filters with a suitable resolution in order to obtain the required SLL as shown in Fig. 9 
Conclusions
In this paper it have been analyzed, from a system level point of view, one of the numerous aspects of a real time RF channel emulator. In particular, it has been investigated the sampling frequency required by a DSP section in order to correctly emulate the Doppler effect in a wideband RF signal using a general Time Expansion process without using artificial oscillators typical of narrowband channel models. The analysis allows to determine the required sampling step size by the time-variant delays and to control, at the same time, the spectral purity of the emulated signal.
